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editorial

i am often asked my opinion of the most important 
presentation at the annual asCo meetings. i gave up 
long ago trying to explain that it is impossible to read 

the thousands of abstracts and rate them 
accordingly, but like everyone else i do 
keep my eyes peeled to note something 
of special interest. in most years the 
pickings are actually fairly slim; break
through results rarely make it to asCo. 
However, this year it was easy. Buried 
amongst all the other news tidbits ema
nating from the 2009 asCo meeting in orlando, Florida, 
was the description of a momentous event. i read about 
it in the wall street Journal (winslow, r. astraZeneca, 
merck to test Cancer Drugs in ‘Cocktail’. Wall Street 
Journal 1 June 09). the two drugs in question, merck’s akt 
inhibitor mK 2206 and astraZeneca’s mek inhibitor aZD 
6244, are years away from any possible approval. this is 
what made the announcement so unusual. they would be 
tested together in the clinic by their respective companies 
to try to verify preclinical evidence of synergy.

why does this announcement have such an important 
impact? First, it is axiomatic that systemic cancer cannot 
be cured by single agents. virtually all past curative treat
ments consist of combinations of agents and, for targeted 
therapies, the redundancy in the signaling systems at 
the disposal of the cancer cells suggests the same will be 
true. are there exceptions? Yes. But they are rare. mother 
nature has sent us a message and we should listen to it. so 
why persist in testing cancer drugs one at a time?

second, we are faced with an interesting problem in  
the development of targeted therapies; the more specific the  
agent is against the target the less the toxic and thera
peutic effects. we got what we wished for—clean hits on 
target. However, we are left with very little on which to 
base approval of individual targeted agents for clinical 
use, except that these newer agents are safer than older 
cytotoxic chemotherapy. Pharmaceutical companies face 

the dilemma that after investing millions of dollars on 
developing an agent that blocks a theoretically impor
tant pathway they either have to ditch it, on the basis 

of the usual standards of efficacy for 
drug approval, or wait another decade 
of testing in combination with other 
promising agents. Furthermore, patients 
with cancer have to wait with them. in 
fact, this is what has happened. most of 
the new and useful targeted treatments 
would never have been marketed if they 

had not been tested in combination with another agent, 
usually a cytotoxic drug.

third, most biopharmaceutical companies do not have 
the resources to develop multiple targeted therapies at the 
same time. they do believe, however, that it is in the best 
interests of their shareholders to focus on getting their 
drug approved, by itself, above all else. this usually does 
not involve testing it jointly with a drug from another 
company before it is approved.

so, we are at a time when we have identified many 
important biological pathways cancer cells use to divide 
and survive, and easily have the capacity to develop inhibi
tors of these pathways, but our old inflexible approach 
does not allow us to use our imagination and test these 
agents early on in ways that the best scientific minds think 
might achieve synergy. that is why the announcement 
by merck and astraZeneca is so important. it establishes 
a new paradigm. we need to push competitive interests 
back even further. i would suggest that the next step is 
to do the same thing as each drug actually reaches the 
clinic—combination phase i trials, if you will. the prob
lems this approach will create for pharmaceutical compa
nies trying to sort out relative value for their shareholders, 
and for regulatory agencies worried about safety, should 
not be underestimated, but they too can be solved. it is 
truly the way of the future for cancer treatment.
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